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Invention: Insulin chewing gum
14:11 14 January 2009 by Justin Mullins
For similar stories, visit the Invention and Mental Health Topic Guides

Finding simpler ways to deliver insulin into the blood stream is one important
avenue for tackling the diabetes epidemic that is sweeping the developed
world.
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The preferred option for many patients would be an insulin pill taken orally.
But studies have long shown that insulin is easily broken down by the
digestive system and that any surviving hormone is not easily absorbed into
the bloodstream from the gut.
An insulin inhaler made it as far as the US market in 2006, but was
withdrawn a year later because it wasn't cost effective.
14 March 2009

But Robert Doyle, a chemist at Syracuse University in New York state, has a
potential solution. He points out that the body has specific mechanisms for
protecting and absorbing valuable molecules that would usually be damaged
by conditions in the gut.
For example, vitamin B12 is protected by a salivary protein called haptocorrin
that binds to it in the mouth and protects it in the stomach. Once haptocorrin
reaches the intestines, another chemical pathway takes over to help vitamin
B12 pass into the bloodstream.
Doyle suggests binding insulin molecules to vitamin B12 so that it can hitch a
ride on this protected supply chain. The insulin could ride all the way into the
bloodstream, where it is released to do its work. Doyle and colleagues say
early tests on rats appear to work well.
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'Nanoball' batteries could recharge car
in minutes
10:00 12 March 2009

US researchers have revealed an experimental
battery that charges about 100 times as fast as
normal lithium ion batteries – the breakthrough
could be a boost for green transport

Gallery: the evolution of the spacesuit
The rodents got their new treatment in liquid form, but chewing gum would be
a better delivery method in humans, the team says. Chewing would ensure a
plentiful supply of saliva, providing the protein needed for the insulin to make
its way into the bloodstream.
Read the full insulin chewing gum patent application.

Since the 1970s, New Scientist has run a column uncovering the most
exciting, bizarre or even terrifying new patented ideas - find the latest stories
in our continually updated topic guide
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Last month, NASA signed
a contract with a firm to
develop a new spacesuit –
New Scientist takes a
look at how spacesuits
have evolved over 50 years

Internet at risk from "wiretapping",
says web inventor
18:10 11 March 2009

A technology used to spy
on the contents of data
sent across the web
threatens the privacy and
trust of users, a UK
parliamentary panel has heard
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Low-error golf balls, Blood vessel bandage,Skin screw, and Laser aircraft
refuelling.
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"The preferred option for many patients would be an insulin pill taken
orally. But studies have long shown that insulin is easily broken down by
the digestive system and that any surviving enzyme is not easily
absorbed into the bloodstream from the gut."
Insulin is a protein hormone, not an enzyme. Sorry to be picky!
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Thu Jan 15 12:50:41 GMT 2009 by Michael Marshall

You're quite right Ash, thanks for pointing that out! It's been fixed.
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Fantastic!
Thu Jan 15 04:39:00 GMT 2009 by Diane

What an encourage premise. I hope this comes to pass sooner than
later. If we can't get a cure right away, let's have treatment made easier!
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Insulin Chewing Gum: No. Give Me Primary Prevention!
Thu Jan 15 13:14:05 GMT 2009 by Sergio Stagnaro

Distressing news. Nowadays diabetes continues to be a growing up
epidemics because physicians all around the world overlook bedside
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16413-invention-insulin-chewing-gum.html
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epidemics because physicians all around the world overlook bedside
Primary Prevention, applicable on very large scale since birth: ask
Google.com Quantum Biophysical Semeiotics Diabetes Primary
Prevention.
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All comments should respect the New Scientist House Rules. If you think a
particular comment breaks these rules then please use the "Report" link in
that comment to report it to us.
If you are having a technical problem posting a comment, please contact
technical support.
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